Because of the huge number and the dimensions sparseness of the scientific research text set, a new similarity search algorithm for the scientific research text set is proposed, which is based on the weights of the q-gram. The algorithm can greatly reduce the number of dimensions, and then quickly find the similar text. Experiments show that the time consumption and the space consumption are decreased largely for the huge text set, and it has a high accuracy rate.
INTRODUCTION
In recent year, our country enlarges the scale and the strength to the scientific research constantly, the number of science and technology items have increased rapidly, and there are more and more serious cases of repeated projects in the Research management. According to statistics, the repetition rate of science and technology item has reached a high level of 40 percent [1] . Accordingly, before establishing science and technology item, handling those items for Finding Duplicate firstly can effectively avoid the problem that similar items were established simultaneously, what's more, it is also conductive to grasp the overall scientific and technological innovation.
The concept of approximate string matching [2, 3] means, in a large database, finding all strings which similar to the given Pattern Strings and whose "erroneous" values less than or equal to Certain threshold, it is a string matching technique that allows for a certain error. Approximate string matching is widely used in many fields, such as text retrieval, information retrieval and extraction, pattern recognition, speech recognition, data mining and handwriting recognition, etc.
_________________________________________
Approximate string matching can be divided into On-line mode or Off-line modes [4] which based on the application of whether to allow the text string to be preprocessed before the query. On-line pattern matching algorithm only allows for preprocessing of the pattern string, as for the text string, you can't do any preprocessing operation. The matching algorithm of this pattern was proposed by Needleman and Wunsch [5] in 1970, this algorithm is widely studied afterwards. But when the text string is very long and frequently used to match the string of different patterns, even with the current On-line model which is the fastest model can't satisfy the needs of the actual application, therefore, Off-line algorithm is needed at this time. In the matching algorithm of Off-line model, the text database needed to be preprocessed firstly, which means establishing an appropriate index structure. In the process of matching, we can make full use of the stored information which be included in index to remove irrelevant text quickly and speed up the matching speed. Therefore, the selection of the appropriate index structure is a preliminary foundation for the design of an off-line matching algorithm. The common index structures include suffix tree [6] , suffix array [7] and q-gram index [8, 9] , etc. Q-gram is an inverted index whose index item is q-gram. Q-gram index is widely used in bioinformatics, text retrieval and other fields because of requiring less memory, easing management and so on.
As early as the 1990s,Q-gram theorem was proposed by Jokinen [10] and Ukkonen [11] .It is based on the q-gram string whose length is q as an index terms to divide the T text library, There is a list of addresses in the back of each index item, you can quickly find out all the addresses that the q-gram appears in the text T by this list (i.e., all the text which include the item and its position in the text), Then, many scholars have made research and improvement work on this basis. All of these studies are the solution to the method of determining the filter area in the matching process, all failed to improve the traditional filtering criteria, In the case of massive highdimensional text data is not be processed, the traditional similarity search based on multi dimension index is difficult to realize the fast search of massive texts. This paper is based on the characteristics of science and technology projects whose databases usually have the tens of thousands of dimensions database and proposed the similarity judgment algorithm which Suitable for Finding Duplicate in large text database. Based on the dimensional sparsity of the text vector and the qgram index structure, a similarity judgment algorithm which based on q-gram index is proposed to carry out the dimensional filtering. Experimental results show that, Although slightly loss of accuracy , its speed is much higher than the traditional algorithm based on multidimensional index in the environment include mass text, furthermore, this algorithm also greatly reduce the memory space consumption of Index.
BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH WORK

Basic Principles of Q-gram Index
Q-gram index is mainly composed of two parts. A-gram glossary, Address list. The q-gram glossary is composed of collections of all the different q-gram in the database, each q-gram has a corresponding address list, and store all addresses of qgram which appear in the database with <file location, the location of q-gram in the file>. When constructing an index, splitting text with Sliding window which has the length of Q and the sliding distance of D to get length sub string q-gram, the difference of the offset between the adjacent q-gram in the text T is called the sliding distance, split from the text until the end of the text continuously.
In order to find the location of q-gram rapidly, glossary of q-gram index is usually represented by B tree or Hash Table. For set of strings Contains only A and B, when q=2, the q-gram index structure is shown in figure 1 .
Text database is a collection of numerous text files, as shown in Figure 1(a) . The contents of all the files in the text database are logically connected in sequence according to the text number, compressed into a long list of logical text strings T, as shown in Figure 1 Q-gram is inverted index whose index item is q-gram. Inverted index is usually be described as Inverted index, it is a kind of index structure, which use key word as index keyword and entrance of links, and store mapping of location of key word in a document or group of documents which in the case of full-text retrieval. It is the core part of the information retrieval system, its organization and storage structure has a great influence on the performance of information retrieval system, therefore, people have done a lot of research on inverted index technology [12] [13] . A typical inverted index organization means [14] that inverted table data of each keyword is ordered by document order increasingly, and be saved as a block of data in the form of compression, as shown in Figure 2 .
The content in the left part of the figure 2 is the key word t from the dictionary, the right part is contents of inverted list for the key words, It contains f t , which is the number of documents which containing the word t in the document collection. Each item contains document number of d i , document of inner weight W d,t and the position sequence of the word in the document. Inverted index can be divided into two categories according to the index words, one is based on word and the other is based on character. Word index Separate meaningful words from the text with the help of word library. This is not an easy task because of the need to understand the context, particularly in Chinese. On the contrary, the indexed method based on character indexes all the characters that appear in the database. It avoids complex and expensive semantic indexing processes, moreover, this method do not include maintenance costs of word list and be realized simply.
The inverted index is composed of two parts, one is index item, the other is all the position of index item which appear in the text set. Therefore, Space overhead of the inverted index have a close relationship with Selection and accuracy of the position of the index terms, using the method of space vector model to check the scientific and technological projects which is Duplicate. we can use q-gram segmentation method to process the text firstly, but if we use the Result of word segmentation as Each dimension in a text vector, Then the space overhead of the whole text vector is nearly as much as the original text, or Even bigger. Doing so will greatly increase the time and space efficiency of the system. For that reason, in the premise of without decreasing the retrieval efficiency, reduced vector space dimension, and realize the compression of inverted index.
Because word frequency distribution based on large scale Chinese text data set approximately follow zipf [15] distribution. According to this distribution, only a small part of the word is commonly used, and most of the words are not commonly used. According to this situation, a feature evaluating function can be used to calculate Feature score of each word, the feature score is also known as weight, Then sort these features by feature score, select some feature word which has the highest score, These feature words can be used as the internal representation of the text, which can be used for text similarity matching.
There are many methods to calculate weight, the major methods include: Boolean functions, Frequency function, square root function, Entropy function and TF-IDF function and so on. Among these functions, TF-IDF [16] has been favored by the relevant personnel and many applications fields because of its relatively simple characteristic and has a high accuracy rate and recall rate.
TF-IDF
TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) is a statistical method proposed by Salton in the literature [16] to evaluate the importance of a word to a file set, its main criteria:
A word appears frequently in a file, and not much in other files, then this word has more classification information for the document;
One word appears more frequently in multiple files, then the word contains less information for this article.
TF which called Word Frequency is used to calculate the ability that the word has to describe the document. IDF which called inverse document frequency is used to calculate the ability that the word has to distinguish the document. Taking into account the ability that the word has to distinguish different classes. TF-IDF has introduced the concept of inverse document frequency IDF. It think the smaller the frequency of a word appears in the text, the greater the ability to distinguish between different types of text.
Therefore, the product of TF and IDF can be used as measure of characteristic space coordinate system, and use it to complete the adjustment of the weight TF to highlight important words, inhibit the secondary word. Thereafter, Salton and other scholars have demonstrated the validity of the TF-IDF formula in information retrieval as many times [17] . Its application field expands from simple weight calculation to feature selection, construction of domain lexicon, construction of user interest template and so on.
TF-IDF has many kinds of calculating formula, the calculative formula which is commonly used. tf is number of feature item that appear in the text d, idf is text inverse of feature item which appear in the text d; N is the total number of text, n j is text inverse of feature item which appear in the text d. TFIDF = tf * idf = tf * log (N/n ୨ )
(1)
SIMILARITY SEARCH ALGORITHM BASED ON THE WEIGHTS OF THE Q-GRAM
Based on the sparsity of the text vector, this paper proposes a similarity estimation algorithm based on Dimension Filtering of q-gram Index.
Basic Idea
Form a long logical text file T According to connecting the project number in turn because of huge text database of scientific research projects. Handle the logical text files with the method of q-gram word segmentation according to the principle of qgram. The dimension of the whole text vector space will be very large if using each qgram word segmentation as a dimension of inverted index vector space.
But for a research project application, the number of word is relatively small, and these word include plenty of high-frequency words, such as: "us", "of", "in", "but", "hence", "a" and so on, its value of IDF is relatively small, even some of them is stop words(IDF=0), These words can't only not reflect the theme of the document, but also increase time and space consumption of the index, so such words should be deleted by the step of document preprocessing. And a few words in the document can reflect the theme of the current document, and appear frequently, its value of TF*IDF is relatively higher than others.
Therefore, according to the characteristics of the sparsity of value of text dimension of scientific research projects, in this paper, we propose a similarity estimation algorithm based on dimensional filtering for q-gram index, firstly, selecting feature words by TF-IDF, and then using the inverted index structure to quickly scan the filter data to determine the similarity of text. 
Algorithm Flow
This paper mainly includes 6 parts: text preprocessing, input, feature item selection, q-gram index establishment, similarity judgment and output, as shown in figure 3 .
Text preprocessing Number the text item in turn, remove paragraphs, punctuation and other separating characters. Deleting a large number of preposition and quantifiers which cannot reflect the theme of text, such as "in", "but", "hence", "a" and read the text into memory.
Feature item selection and index establishment Inverted index use space vector model to represent text. According to the text number, we process the text with the method of q-gram segmentation in the situation that sliding window length is Q, sliding distance is 1, and then calculate each TF-IDF value of q-gram segmentation item, sorting the TF-IDF value of segmentation item in each text. the segmentation items whose TF-IDF value greater than P (p as a percentage) are selected as the feature words, this item vector is used as feature of text, and establish inverted index for the item according to the principles in the 2.1 quarter. In this case, the vector dimension of a text would decrease 1-p compared with the traditional inverted index method, it is a big improvement in efficiency.
Judgment on text similarities Similarity between objects can be defined by the feature of object. Similarity search can be described as a process that finding a object subset whose similarity is a certain threshold value through comparing with the object from set. Because feature item represent one of the most important information in a text, text similarity can be transformed into the similarity between feature item vectors, That is to say, we can use the similarity between feature item vectors as the similarity of the text.
Space vector model use the method of previous measurement to calculate similarity between text which waiting for finding duplicate and text for each application in the text set. then the application text whose similarity is higher than a certain threshold value φ be defined as duplicate project text.It can be defined that V i and V j are two feature item vectors which from two different text. V i is feature vector of project which is waiting for duplicate checking, V j is the center of the project j, Of this, V i =(w i1 ,w i2 ,…,w im ), V j =(w j1 ,w j2 ,…w jn ), the formula for calculating the similarity of the text is as follows:
Creating inverted index by selecting feature words for a large number of text set. Time efficiency of retrieval and storage space efficiency can be improved effectively after calculating the similarity between texts that waiting for duplicate checking and each text from text set according to traversing a Hash table.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND RESULTS ANALYSIS Experimental Environment
To build the q-gram index proposed in this paper and calculate the similarity of text of scientific research project, 500 scientific research projects declarations which has been approved by a university in 2013-2014 are used as a training set for this experiment, 50 declarations are used as testing set. The project which are applied involves two major areas of information technology and social sciences. In the experiment, the title, abstract and key words of the sample project are extracted as the experimental corpus. Furthermore, there is a certain amount of similarity between training text and testing text.
All experiments in this paper are carried out under the same hardware and software environment. Hardware environment: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5506 @2.13GHz and 8G memory. Software environment: Windows Server 2012 R2 Datacenter and C#.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In the experiment, Traditional similarity search algorithm based on q-gram index is compared with the similarity search algorithm Based on Dimension Filtering of Qgram Index which is proposed in this paper. We use the same q-gram segmentation module and the same vectorization method and the similarity calculation formula in the comparative experiments for these two algorithms. The value of q is 4 in this paper.
Firstly, we make a comparative experiment to get the similarity search efficiency with different sets. Under the same hardware and software environment, those two algorithms were mainly depend on time in this experiment. The value of p (i.e., selection percentage of feature item) is 0.35. The experimental results are shown in figure 4 .
As shown in Figure 4 , in the situation of a small text set, the filtering speed of traditional algorithm is faster, but when the number of the text set is more than 150, the algorithm proposed in this paper is faster, and the advantage of this algorithm is more obvious with the increase of text set quantity. The main reason is that the time spent on constructing traditional index is not very long, but feature item should be selected in the process of constructing inverted index for dimensional filtering and compression. But the vector space of traditional index structure will enlarge dramatically with the increase of text set quantity, besides, consumption of the time will be increased accordingly, then the efficiency of traditional algorithm is lower than inverted index for dimensional filtering and compression. At the same time, the construction of the traditional index may collapse with the increase of text set quantity.
In order to testify the validity of the improved algorithm, The author compares the similarity of the results of the new algorithm extraction with the manual annotation, Evaluating the effectiveness of the improved algorithm with accuracy P, recall rates R and measure value of comprehensive index F.
Accuracy rate P (i.e., correct rate of check result) reflects the ability of similarity judgment system to extract the similar text accurately. Recall rates R (i.e., coverage rate of check result) reflects the ability of similarity judgment system to discover the similar text accurately. Recall rate and Accuracy rate reflect the two different aspects of the quality of similarity judgment. Measure value F is the harmonic mean of the accuracy and recall rate, the greater the value of the F measure, the better the effect of the similarity judgment, the better advantage of the improved algorithm in this experiment.
In this experiment, we extract 250 texts about information technology from the test set. Firstly, the similarity between the training kit and the test set is marked manually. The value of the percentage p of the feature item selection is 0.35 in the improved algorithm. Experimental results are shown in table 1.
It can be seen from table 1, the accuracy of improved algorithm is lower than traditional algorithm, but it can basically reach more than 90%. The recall rate of the improved algorithm is slightly higher than the traditional algorithm. The contrast effect about test value of comprehensive performance F is more obvious. Experiments show that the improved algorithm not only increases the Retrieval efficiency in terms of time and space, but also has a slightly higher efficiency than the traditional algorithm in terms of the judgment of similarity.
We also perform corresponding experiment to detect the effect of percentage p of the feature words on the text similarity in this paper. The results are shown in figure 5 . The experiment shows that it can obtain the best similarity judgment effect if we set the value of percentage of the feature item selection P to be about 35%. When the value of percentage is lower than 35%, it will extract the less text feature information because of the number of selected feature words is too small. Therefore, it will also make the judgement performance become poor. When the value of percentage is higher than 35%, the lower similarity between the unrelated feature items make a bad effect on similarity between texts because the number of selected feature words is too much. Therefore, the performance of similarity judgment becomes worse with the increase of the number of feature items.
Based on the above experimental results, although slight loss of accuracy, the comprehensive performance of the algorithm based on Dimension Filtering of q-gram Index in this paper is not less than the traditional algorithm. Furthermore, the speed of the new algorithm is much higher than traditional algorithm.
SUMMARY
Duplicate establishment of the scientific research project (i.e., low level duplicate research) is an objective phenomenon; the algorithm which based on Dimension Filtering of Q-gram Index and proposed in this paper fully considers the characteristics of Chinese text, through the q-gram word segmentation, Using TF-IDF to compress inverted index vector space by feature items selection. When processing text set for large data volume, this experiments show that the improved algorithm not only greatly reduces the size of the vector space, but also has good word granularity, index structure, weight calculation optimization in the case of comprehensive performance is good. Therefore, this algorithm can be widely used in actual work. 
